ODIN MINOR RELEASE NOTES

RELEASE DATE: July 16th, 2022

NEW FEATURES & FUNCTIONALITY

1. **ProFoRMS and Form Builder**
   The following user interface (UI) updates were made in ProFoRMS and Form Builder:
   - Adjusted the spacing between the questions in ProFoRMS and Form Builder
   - Updated the Progress icons (In Progress, Completed, Locked, etc) in the left panel on the Data Collection pages
   - Removed the “Mark as Completed” checkbox from the Data Collection pages

2. **ProFoRMS**
   The following updates were made to the automation of data submission from ProFoRMS to Repository:
   - Lock Data followed by data correction gets automatically resubmitted after the nightly job
   - The old dataset is archived automatically and the new dataset gets added to the repository

3. **Submission Tool**
   - Adjusted the Extra Validation Rules for GPT, AUDIT-C, AUDIT_FITBIR form structures

4. **Password Update**
   - Updated the password length to 8-14 characters

5. **Public Site**
   - Work continues on the Shiny App Integration on the FITBIR Public Site that would allow visualization of a team’s data and display it under their study profile page